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ABSTRACT 

 
ABSTRACT: An image can be modified in an undetectable form with the help of inpainting techniques which is an 
art from the ancient days itself. In recent years inpainting has an important role in Humors, Entertainment and 
improving aesthetic quality of images and video. Although tremendous advancement happen in image processing 
domain, still “filling the missing areas” is area of concern in it. Though lot of progress has been made in the past 
years, still lot of work should be done. This paper introduces novel frame work for Object Removal by means of 
exemplar-based inpainting. In the proposed algorithm initially inpainting is applied on the coarse version of the 
input image, latter hierarchical based super resolution algorithm is used to find the information on the missing areas. 
The advantage of this approach is that it is easier to inpaint low-resolution pictures than high-resolution ones. The 
gain is both in terms of computational complexity and visual quality. However, to be less sensitive to the parameter 
setting of the inpainting method, the low-resolution input picture is inpainted several times with different 
configurations. Results are efficiently combined with loopy belief propagation and details are recovered by a single-
image super-resolution algorithm.  

Keywords: Object Removal, Exemplar-based inpainting, Single-image super-resolution. 

 
I.INTRODUCTION 
 

IMAGE inpainting is the process of reconstructing lost or deteriorated parts of an image. The process of inpainting 
utilizes the background information to fill the missing or target region of image [1]. Initially inpainting is used for 
scratch removal. The other applications include object removal, text removal and other automatic modification of 
images. The idea of object removal is to remove objects from digital photographs and fill the hole with the 
information extracted from the surrounding area. Existing methods can be classified in to two main categories.The 
first category concerns diffusion based approaches which propagate linear structure so r level lines viadiffusion 
based on partial differential equations [1],[2] and variation methods[3]. 
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The diffusion based methods tend to introduce some blur when the hole to be fill edinis large.These cond family of 
approaches concerns exempla r-based methods which sample and copy bestmatching texture patches from the 
known image neighborhood [4]–[7]. These methods have been inspired from texture synthesis techniques[8]and are 
known to work well in case so fregular orrepea table textures.The first attempt to use exemplar-based techniques for 
object removal has been reported in[6].The authors in[5]improve the search for similar patches by introducing an 
apriori rough estimate eof the in paint devalues using amulti-scale approach which then results in an iterative 
approximation of the missingregionsfromcoarse-to-finelevels.Thetwotypesofmethods(diffusionandexemplar-
based)canbeefficientlycombined,e.g.byusingstructuretensorstocomputethepriorityofthepatchestobefilledinasin[9].Ar
ecentapproach[10]combinesanexemplar-basedapproachwithsuper-resolution.Itisatwo-
stepsalgorithm.Firstacoarseversionoftheinputpictureisinpainted.Thesecondstepconsistsincreatinganenhancedresolutio
npicturefromthecoarseinpaintedimage. 

Althoughtremendousprogresshasbeenmadeinthepastyearsonexemplar-
basedinpainting,therestillexistsanumberofproblems.Webelievethatthemostimportantoneisrelatedtotheparametersettin
gssuchasthefillingorderandthepatchsize.Thisproblemishereaddressedbyconsideringmultipleinpaintedversionsoftheinp
utimage.Togeneratethissetofinpaintedpictures,differentsettingsareused.Theinpaintedpicturesarethencombinedyieldin
gthefinalinpaintedresult.Noticethattheinpaintingalgorithmispreferablyappliedonacoarseversionoftheinputimage;thisis
particularlyinterestingwhentheholetobefilledinislarge.Thisprovidestheadvantagetobelessdemandingintermsofcomput
ationalresourcesandlesssensitivetonoiseandlocalsingularities.Inthiscasethefinalfullresolutioninpaintedimageisrecover
edbyusingasuper-
resolution(SR)methodsimilarlyto[10].SRmethodsrefertotheprocessofcreatingoneenhancedresolutionimagefromoneor
multipleinputlowresolutionimages.TheseproblemsarethenreferredtoassingleormultipleimagesSR,respectively.Inbothc
ases,theproblemisofestimatinghighfrequencydetailswhicharemissingintheinputimage(s).TheproposedSR-
aidedinpaintingmethodfallswithinthecontextofsingle-imageSR. 

 

TheSRproblemisill-posedsincemultiplehigh-resolutionimagescanproducethesamelow-
resolutionimage.Solvingtheproblemhencerequiresintroducingsomepriorinformation.Thepriorinformationcanbeanener
gyfunctionaldefinedonaclassofimageswhichthenusedasaregularizationtermtogetherwithinterpolationtechniques[11].T
hispriorinformationcanalsotaketheformofexampleimagesorofcorrespondingLR-HR(LowResolution–
HighResolution)pairsofpatcheslearnedfromasetofun-
relatedtrainingimages[12]orfromtheinputlowresolutionimageitself[13].Thislatterfamilyofapproachesisknownasexem
plar-basedSRmethods[12].Anexemplar-
basedsuperresolutionmethodembeddingKnearestneighborsfoundinanexternalpatchdatabasehasalsobeendescribedin[1
4].InsteadofconstructingtheLR-HRpairsofpatchesfromasetofun-
relatedtrainingimages,theauthorsin[13]extractthesecorrespondencesbysearchingformatchesacrossdifferentscalesofam
ulti-resolutionpyramidconstructedfrominputlow-resolutionimage. 

The proposed methodbuildsuponthesuper resolutionbasedinpaintingmethodproposedin[10]whichisbasedonexemplar-
basedinpainting(inparticularCriminisi-likeapproach[4])andsingle-imageexemplar-
basedsuperresolution[13].Themainnoveltyoftheproposedalgorithmisthecombinationofmultipleinpaintedversionsofthe
inputpicture.Therationalebehindthisapproachistocopewiththesensitivityofexemplar-
basedalgorithmstoparameterssuchasthepatchsizeandthefillingorder.Differentcombinationshavebeentestedandcompar
ed.Besidesthismajorpoint,differentadjustmentsregardingexemplar-
basedinpaintingandSRmethodsaredescribedsuchastheuseofthecoherencemeasuretoconstrainthecandidatesearch[15]. 

In summary, the proposed method improves on the stateof-the-art exemplar-based inpainting methods by proposing 
a new framework involving a combination of multiple inpainting versions of the input picture followed by single-
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image exemplar-based SR method. Notice that the SR method is used only when the inpainting method is applied on 
a low resolution of the input picture. 

 
 

 
Fig. 1. The framework of the proposed method. 

 
 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, an overview of the proposed exemplar-based inpainting 
algorithm is presented. In Section III, the details of the inpainting algorithm as well as the combination of the 
inpainted pictures are given. Section IV presents the super-resolution method. Finally we conclude this work in 
Section V. 
II. ALGORITHM OVERVIEW 

 
Imagecompletionoflargemissingregionsisachallengingtask.Aspresentedintheprevioussection,thereareanumberofsoluti
onstotackletheinpaintingproblem.Inthispaper,weproposeanewinpaintingframeworkrelyingonboththecombinationoflo
w-resolutioninpaintingpicturesmethodandsingle-imagesuper-
resolutionalgorithm.Inthefollowingsections,webrieflypresentthemainideasofthispaperandthereasonswhytheproposed
methodisnewandinnovative. 
 

Theproposedmethodiscomposedoftwomainandsequentialoperations.Thefirstoneisanon-
parametricpatchsamplingmethodusedtofillinmissingregions.Theinpaintingalgorithmispreferablyappliedonacoarsever
sionoftheinputpicture.Indeedlow-
resolutionpictureismainlyrepresentedbyitsdominantandimportantstructuresofthescene.Webelievethatperformingthein
paintingofsuchalow-resolutionimageismucheasierthanperformingitonthefullresolution.Alow-
resolutionimageislesscontaminatedbynoiseandiscomposedbythemainscenestructures.Inotherwords,inthiskindofpictur
e,localorientationsingularitieswhichcouldaffectthefillingordercomputationarestronglyreduced.Second,asthepicturetoi
npaintissmallerthantheoriginalone,thecomputationaltimeissignificantlyreducedcomparedtotheonenecessarytoinpaintt
hefullresolutionimage.Togivemorerobustness,weinpaintthelow-
resolutionpicturewithdifferentsettings(patch’ssize,fillingorder,etc).Bycombiningtheseresults,afinallow-
resolutioninpaintedpictureisobtained.Resultswillshowthattherobustnessandthevisualrelevanceofinpaintingisimproved
.Thesecondoperationisrunontheoutputofthefirststep.Itsgoalistoenhancetheresolutionandthesubjectivequalityoftheinpa
intedareas. 

 
Givenalow-resolutioninputimage,whichistheresultofthefirstinpaintingstep,werecoveritshigh-

resolutionusingsingle-imagesuper-
resolutionapproach.Fig.1illustratesthemainconceptunderlyingtheproposedmethodnamely: 

 
� A low-resolutionimageisfirstbuiltfromtheoriginalpicture; 
� Aninpaintingalgorithmisappliedtofillintheholesofthelow-

resolutionpicture.Differentsettingsareusedandinpaintedpicturesarecombined; 
� Thequalityoftheinpaintedregionsisimprovedbyusingasingle-imagesuper-resolution method. 
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III.MULTIPLEEXEMPLAR
 
This section aims at presenting the proposed inpainting method and the combination of the different 

inpainted images. 
 

A. Exemplar-Based Inpainting  
 

The exemplar-based method follows the two classical steps as described
computation and the Texture synthesis. These are described in the next sections.

 
Patch Priority: The filling order computation defines a measure of priority for each patch in order to distinguish the 
structures from the textures. Classically, a high priority indicates the presence of structure. The priority of a patch 
centered on pxis just given by a data and confidence term. The latter is exactly the one defined in [4]. Regarding the 
data term, a tensor-based [9] and a sparsity
 
The sparsity-based priority has been proposed recently by Xu et al. [16]. In a search window, a template matching 
is performed between the current patch 
image. By using a non-local means approach [15], a similarity weight wp
between the two patches centered on p
as: 
 

Where Ns and N represent the number of valid patches (having all its pixels known) and the total number of 

candidates in the search window. When 
indicates that the current input patch is highly predictable by many candidates.
process starts with the patch having the highest priority. To fill in the unknown part of the current patch 
most similar patch located in a local neighborhood 
used for this purpose. The chosen patch 
current patch to be filled in ψk

px and co

Where d (.) is the weighted Bhattacharya used in [10]. Coh (.) is the coherence measure initially 
Wexler et al. [15]: 

Where dSSD is the sum of square differences. The coherence measure Coh simply indicates the degree of 
similarity between the synthesized patch 
prevents pasting in the unknown regions a texture that would be too different from original textures. If none of the 
candidates fulfill the constraint (5), the filling process is stopped and 
The process restarts by seeking the patch having the highest priority. It is interesting to note that a recent study 
[19], [20] uses a similar term to predict the quality of the inpainting.

 
B. Combining Multiple Inpainted Images
 
The combination aims at producing a final inpainted picture from the 
subject in details, Fig.2 illustrates some inpainted results obtained
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MPLAR-BASED INPAINTING 

This section aims at presenting the proposed inpainting method and the combination of the different 

 

based method follows the two classical steps as described 
computation and the Texture synthesis. These are described in the next sections. 

: The filling order computation defines a measure of priority for each patch in order to distinguish the 
. Classically, a high priority indicates the presence of structure. The priority of a patch 

is just given by a data and confidence term. The latter is exactly the one defined in [4]. Regarding the 
based [9] and a sparsity-based [16] data terms have been used.  

has been proposed recently by Xu et al. [16]. In a search window, a template matching 
is performed between the current patch ψpx and neighbouring patches ψpj that belong to the known part of the 

local means approach [15], a similarity weight wpx,pj (i.e. proportional to the similarity 
between the two patches centered on px and pj) is computed for each pair of patches. The sparsi

D (px) =  ��� 2  � �|	
���|
|	���|  

 
Where Ns and N represent the number of valid patches (having all its pixels known) and the total number of 

candidates in the search window. When  Wpx 2 is high, it means larger sparseness whereas a small value 
indicates that the current input patch is highly predictable by many candidates. 2) Texture Synthesis: The filling 
process starts with the patch having the highest priority. To fill in the unknown part of the current patch 
most similar patch located in a local neighborhood W centered on the current patch is sought. A similarity metric is 
used for this purpose. The chosen patch ψ∗px maximizes the similarity between the known pixel values of the 

and co-located pixel values of patches belonging to W: 
 

���∗ = arg ������∈ � ������ , ���� � 

 
.�. �  !"����#�) < coh 

Where d (.) is the weighted Bhattacharya used in [10]. Coh (.) is the coherence measure initially 

 
 !"�ψ%&#�) = min%*∈+ dSSD�ψ%&#� , ψ%*#�� 

is the sum of square differences. The coherence measure Coh simply indicates the degree of 
similarity between the synthesized patch ψ

uk
px and original patches. Therefore, the constraint in equation (5) 

prevents pasting in the unknown regions a texture that would be too different from original textures. If none of the 
candidates fulfill the constraint (5), the filling process is stopped and the priority of the current patch is decreased. 
The process restarts by seeking the patch having the highest priority. It is interesting to note that a recent study 

uses a similar term to predict the quality of the inpainting. 

iple Inpainted Images 

The combination aims at producing a final inpainted picture from the M inpainted pictures. Before delving into this 
illustrates some inpainted results obtained for a given setting. 
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This section aims at presenting the proposed inpainting method and the combination of the different 

 in [4]: The filling order 

: The filling order computation defines a measure of priority for each patch in order to distinguish the 
. Classically, a high priority indicates the presence of structure. The priority of a patch 

is just given by a data and confidence term. The latter is exactly the one defined in [4]. Regarding the 

has been proposed recently by Xu et al. [16]. In a search window, a template matching 
that belong to the known part of the 

(i.e. proportional to the similarity 
) is computed for each pair of patches. The sparsity term is defined 

Where Ns and N represent the number of valid patches (having all its pixels known) and the total number of 

sparseness whereas a small value 
2) Texture Synthesis: The filling 

process starts with the patch having the highest priority. To fill in the unknown part of the current patch ψuk
px, the 

centered on the current patch is sought. A similarity metric is 
maximizes the similarity between the known pixel values of the 

Where d (.) is the weighted Bhattacharya used in [10]. Coh (.) is the coherence measure initially proposed by 

is the sum of square differences. The coherence measure Coh simply indicates the degree of 
and original patches. Therefore, the constraint in equation (5) 

prevents pasting in the unknown regions a texture that would be too different from original textures. If none of the 
the priority of the current patch is decreased. 

The process restarts by seeking the patch having the highest priority. It is interesting to note that a recent study 

inpainted pictures. Before delving into this 
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Settings
 
        

 (default)

We notice again that the setting plays an important role. To obtain the final 
combination have been considered. The first two methods are very simple since every pixel value in the final picture 
is achieved by either the average or the median operator

The advantage of these operators is their simplicity. However they suffer from at least two main drawbacks. The 
average operators as well as the median one do not consider the neighbors of the current pixel to ta
Results might be more spatially coherent by considering the local neighborhood. In addition, the average operator 
inevitably introduces blur as illustrated by Fig. 2 
of the final result, the combination is achieved by minimizing an objective function. Rather than using a global 
minimization that would solve exactly the problem, we use a Loopy Belief Prop
good approximation of the problem to be solved. As expected, when the different inpainted pictures are averaged, 
the reconstructed areas are blurred. The blur is less striking when the median operator is used to combine
The LBP method provides the best result. 
 
Loopy Belief Propagation: As in [24], the problem is to assign a label to each pixel p
the pictureI (∗). The major drawback of the belief propagation is that it is slow espe
is high.Komodakis and Tziritas [24] have designed a priority Belief Propagation in order to deal with this 
complexity bottleneck.Indeed, the number of labels in [24] is equal to the number of patches in the source region. 
Here the approach is simplersince the number of labels is rather small; a label is simply the index of the inpainted 
picture from which the patch isextracted. A finite set of labels L is then composed of M values (M = 13 here), going 
from 1 to M. This problem canbe formalized with a Markov Random Field (MRF) G = (
region T [24], [25], [26], [27]. The MRF nodes 
fourconnected image grid graph centered 
minimization results are spatially consistent. 
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Settings Parameters 

        1 
(default) 

Patch’s size 5 × 5 
Decimation factor n = 3 
Search window 80 × 80 
Sparsity-based filling order 

2 
3 
4 
5 
 
6 
 
7 
8 
 
9 
 

10 
 

11 
 

12 
 
 

default + rotation by 180 degrees 
default + patch’s size 7 × 7 
default + rotation by 180 degrees 
+ patch’s size 7 × 7 
default + patch’s size 11 × 11 
default + rotation by 180 degrees 
+ patch’s size 11 × 11 
default + patch’s size 9 × 9 
default + rotation by 180 degrees 
+ patch’s size 9 × 9 
default + patch’s size 9 × 9 
+ Tensor-based filling order 
default + patch’s size 7 × 7 
+ Tensor-based filling order 
default + patch’s size 5 × 5 
+ Tensor-based filling order 
default + patch’s size 11 × 11 
+ Tensor-based filling order 

We notice again that the setting plays an important role. To obtain the final inpainted picture, three kinds of 
combination have been considered. The first two methods are very simple since every pixel value in the final picture 
is achieved by either the average or the median operator as given below 

 
(*) (Px) = 

/
0 ∑ �2� �3�� 045/  

(*) (Px) = MED �2� �3�� 45/
0

 

The advantage of these operators is their simplicity. However they suffer from at least two main drawbacks. The 
average operators as well as the median one do not consider the neighbors of the current pixel to ta
Results might be more spatially coherent by considering the local neighborhood. In addition, the average operator 

trated by Fig. 2 .To cope with these problems, namely blur and spatial consistency 
of the final result, the combination is achieved by minimizing an objective function. Rather than using a global 
minimization that would solve exactly the problem, we use a Loopy Belief Propagation which in practice provides a 
good approximation of the problem to be solved. As expected, when the different inpainted pictures are averaged, 
the reconstructed areas are blurred. The blur is less striking when the median operator is used to combine
The LBP method provides the best result.  

: As in [24], the problem is to assign a label to each pixel px of the unknown regions T of
). The major drawback of the belief propagation is that it is slow especially when the number of labels 

is high.Komodakis and Tziritas [24] have designed a priority Belief Propagation in order to deal with this 
complexity bottleneck.Indeed, the number of labels in [24] is equal to the number of patches in the source region. 

ere the approach is simplersince the number of labels is rather small; a label is simply the index of the inpainted 
picture from which the patch isextracted. A finite set of labels L is then composed of M values (M = 13 here), going 

em canbe formalized with a Markov Random Field (MRF) G = (ν
The MRF nodes ν are thelattice composed of pixels inside 

fourconnected image grid graph centered on each node. The texture is well retrieved and thanks to the global energy 
minimization results are spatially consistent.  
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inpainted picture, three kinds of 
combination have been considered. The first two methods are very simple since every pixel value in the final picture 

The advantage of these operators is their simplicity. However they suffer from at least two main drawbacks. The 
average operators as well as the median one do not consider the neighbors of the current pixel to take a decision. 
Results might be more spatially coherent by considering the local neighborhood. In addition, the average operator 

.To cope with these problems, namely blur and spatial consistency 
of the final result, the combination is achieved by minimizing an objective function. Rather than using a global 

agation which in practice provides a 
good approximation of the problem to be solved. As expected, when the different inpainted pictures are averaged, 
the reconstructed areas are blurred. The blur is less striking when the median operator is used to combine pictures. 

of the unknown regions T of 
cially when the number of labels 

is high.Komodakis and Tziritas [24] have designed a priority Belief Propagation in order to deal with this 
complexity bottleneck.Indeed, the number of labels in [24] is equal to the number of patches in the source region. 

ere the approach is simplersince the number of labels is rather small; a label is simply the index of the inpainted 
picture from which the patch isextracted. A finite set of labels L is then composed of M values (M = 13 here), going 

em canbe formalized with a Markov Random Field (MRF) G = (ν, e) defined over the target 
 are thelattice composed of pixels inside T. Edges are the 

ture is well retrieved and thanks to the global energy 
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Fig. 2. The low-resolution picture is inpainted with different settings Sx (see Table I for the setting details). (a) 
Original picture with the hole to be filled in. Pictures S1 up to S5 (from (b) to (i)) are the inpainting results (note the 
setting sensibility of the inpainting algorithm). 
 
IV.SUPER RESOLUTION ALGORITHM 

After the process of inpainting a low resolution image, the single-image super-resolution algorithm is used to 
reconstruct the high resolution. The main steps involved are: 
 
1. Dictionary building: It consists of the correspondence between the low and high resolution image patches. The 
high resolution and valid patches are evenly extracted from the known part of the image. The size of the dictionary 
is a user-parameter which influence the overall speed/quality trade-off. 
 
 2. Filling order of HR image: It is computed by using the sparsity-based method. This improves the quality of the 
inpainted image compared to other techniques.  
 
3. The case that deals with the LR patch corresponding to the HR patch having the highest priority, its K-NN in the 
inpainted image of LR are sought.  
4. Weight is calculated by using the non-local methods. The distance is used to compute the weight and it is 
composed of two terms. a) Patch and its LR neighbors.b) Distance between the known parts to the HR  
 
5. The HR image is deduced by linear combination of HR patches with weights previously computed. 

6. Stitching: The HR patch is finally placed in the missing area.  

 

Super Resolution Algorithm 
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(a) Original Picture,   (b) Mask Image (image specifying the object to be removed), c) Output Inpainted Picture. 

 

(a) Original Picture,(b) Combined Output,                      (c) Proposed method
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Compared to [10], the SR method is applied in a hierarchical manner. For instance, if the input picture of resolution 
(X, Y) has been down-sampled by four in both directions, the SR algorithm is applied twice: a first time to recover 
the resolution (X2 , Y2 ) and a second time to recover the native resolution. 

V.CONCLUSION 

A novel inpainting approach has been presented in this paper. The input picture is first down sampled and several 
inpaintings are performed. The low-resolution inpainted pictures are combined by globally minimizing an energy 
term. Once the combination is completed, a hierarchical single image super resolution method is applied to recover 
details at the native resolution. Experimental results on a wide variety of images have demonstrated the effectiveness 
of the proposed method. 
 

Lots of brands new technologies basing on this super resolution will be available in coming future, when a 
fugitive’s surveillance image is released on the news, it is usually  too  grainy  to  make  out  the  face  by  using  
this technology,  facial  features  can  be  re  produced  in  high resolution,  it  can  be  combined  with  facial  
recognition technology,  which  would  make  individual  identification possible form an image of a crown in a 
street or stadium or in any public meeting, it can also be utilized in the business and security applications also. 
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